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GraceStory has been a means of hope and healing for hundreds of women since its beginning.  Now, the ministry is
expanding to offer that same opportunity for men. Men have always found it difficult to talk about their own baggage
and inner struggles much less reach out for help.  GraceStory is now providing a forum where men can hear the stories
of other men who have confronted their problems and found the road to help and healing.  Men need the fellowship this
kind of event offers and and many are desperate to find the door of hope that it will undoubtedly open!

Dr. Michael Avery
General Chairman,  Bible Methodist Connection

The GraceStory team is passionate about setting people free, and every detail of everything they do is prayerfully and
lovingly put together. If you have trauma that you know needs attention and healing, you could not be in safer hands in
which to begin your journey.

Rosie Makinney
Author, Founder of Fight for Love Ministries

In a world where brokenness is around every corner - where feelings of loneliness and heartache abound - GraceStory
has filled a tremendous need! It's clear to see that their mission is to provide a safe place for the hurting and broken,
and to provide hope and healing wherever they can. What they do matters!

Kent Stetler
Executive Director, Youth Challenge

It’s rare and wonderful to discover this acre of God’s kingdom where faith/Holy Spirit/healing-in-prayer/healing-in-
counseling/mental wellness all overlap into two days of safe spaces. I witnessed women sharing life and inviting light
into long-hidden, immobilizing experiences. There was so much love, caring and counsel available to all attendees it
would be virtually impossible to leave unchanged. I am thankful for the ministry vision that brought about GraceStory
and their authentic desire to see women released from their past hurts and moving through them to wholeness.

Anita Renfroe
Comedian, Author

Grace Story beautifully fills a gap that I have felt with increasing intensity over the last 20 years of ministry. Each of the
elements that GraceStory offers....education, community, and resources, serves a very specific need in our churches.
GraceStory is the bridge that I have longed for in my ministry. And they do it with such class and elegance! The proof is
in the stories we hear all the time...GraceStory is making a difference in the healing of ourselves and the people we love.

Sarah Fry
Author, Certified Life Coach
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I was overwhelmed with joy and praise to God when I participated in GraceStory Ministries' conference. This is a
ministry and retreat with qualified presenters both academically, professionally, and spiritually. The issues are
discussed in frank terms accompanied with steps for healing. A retreat and ministry like no other and desperately
needed for a time such as this! The leadership is called and equipped to further expand throughout the country. My
highest recommendation.

Dr. Jo Anne Lyon
General Superintendent Emerita, The Wesleyan Church

I've recently had the honor and pleasure of attending and being a speaker at a GraceStory Conference. I have attended
numerous conferences for my profession over the years and this experience has been one of my best ever! This
community truly lives according to God's grace year round, not just during conference. I am blessed to have had that
experience and to continue to be part of it. Perfectly named...GraceStory!

Dr. Cathie Padden
Doctor of Chiropractic; Instructor, GraceStory Women's Conference 2020

GraceStory Ministries has a well-planned and thoughtful approach to the holistic healing of individuals. Having been a
part of one conference, I can attest to how much care and time is taken to provide resources to the attendees to help
them heal from life's wounds. Their leadership personnel are professional and highly equipped in multiple facets of the
healing process; they lead by example and out of their own healing. I'm so thankful to have been a part of their work!

Rachel Henry
Support Group Leader, Nothing Is Wasted / Broken2Brave

As those created in the image of a Triune God, we flourish best when we are walking alongside others of like faith,
pursuing wholeness and holiness together. GraceStory's resources - not only the annual conference, but also their
podcast and online community - foster an environment conducive for personal growth and healing.

Dr. Andrew Graham
Licensed Counselor, Author, Speaker

The first time I heard of GraceStory Ministries, I was instantly interested and began following them. GraceStory
addresses topics like trauma, dysfunction, abuse, and many others, and helps by creating a safe place to receive
direction so that you can heal and get past your past.

Jim Chaffin
GraceStory Community member


